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This paper describes a displacement discontinuity method for modeling axisymmetric cracks in an elastic
half-space or full space. The formulation is based on hypersingular integral equations that relate displace-
ment jumps and tractions along the crack. The integral kernels, which represent stress inﬂuence func-
tions for ring dislocation dipoles, are derived from available axisymmetric dislocation solutions. The
crack is discretized into constant-strength displacement discontinuity elements, where each element
represents a slice of a cone. The inﬂuence integrals are evaluated using a combination of numerical inte-
gration and a recursive procedure that allows for explicit integration of hyper- and Cauchy singularities.
The accuracy of the solution at the crack tip is ensured by adding corrective stresses across the tip ele-
ment. The method is validated by a comparison with analytical and numerical reference solutions.
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The displacement discontinuity method (DDM), as originally
formulated by Crouch (1976b), is a boundary element method that
relies on distributing straight elements with constant displace-
ment jumps along the boundary of the domain, including cracks,
to solve plane elasticity problems. The DDM traces its roots to a
method originally developed to analyze the elastic perturbations
induced by mining tabular excavations (Berry, 1963; Salamon,
1963, 1964; Starﬁeld and Crouch, 1973). The hypersingular inte-
gral equations that underlie the DDM were described by Bui
(1977) among others and were ﬁrst used directly by Ioakimidis
(1982, 1983) and by Murakami and Nemat-Nasser (1982) to solve
crack problems. These integral equations were reformulated in
terms of complex variables by Linkov and Mogilevskaya (1994)
and later applied to the solution of two-dimensional curvilinear
crack problems by Mogilevskaya (1997, 2000). Further information
on the historical developments of this method can be found else-
where (Crouch, 1976a; Linkov and Mogilevskaya, 1998).
The hypersingular integral equations actually represent distri-
butions of dislocation dipoles with density corresponding to the
actual displacement discontinuities along the crack, and to ﬁcti-
tious displacement jumps along other boundaries of the elastic do-
main. The DDM is thus the result of a discretization of these
equations with the boundary divided into segments and thell rights reserved.
ineering, 500 Pillsbury Drive
).displacement jumps along each segment assumed to be constant
or more generally to vary according to a linear, quadratic, or cubic
polynomial (e.g. Crawford and Curran, 1982; Napier and Malan,
1997; Peirce, 2010). A related method is to globally approximate
the displacement discontinuity ﬁelds along the crack by the prod-
uct of a function with a square root behavior at the tips and a trun-
cated series of orthogonal polynomials (Korsunsky and Hills, 1995;
Hills et al., 1996).
These methods are actually close relatives of the distributed
dislocation technique for solving two-dimensional crack problems,
which emerged from pioneering works by Eshelby et al. (1951),
Louat (1962), Bilby et al. (1963), Keer and Mura (1966), Bilby and
Eshelby (1968), Erdogan (1969), Comninou (1977) and Marcin-
kowski (1979). In this method, dislocations rather than dislocation
dipoles are distributed along the crack, with the unknown disloca-
tion density now corresponding to the displacement jump gradi-
ent. Solving crack problems with the distributed dislocation
method involves approximating the density function by a series
of orthogonal polynomials multiplied by a square root singular
weight at the crack tips (Hills et al., 1996). Provided that the dislo-
cation solutions are available for the geometry under consider-
ation, this technique provides highly accurate estimation of the
stress intensity factor. However, it is not as ﬂexible for modeling
propagating cracks, especially curved ones, as the DDM. Indeed,
crack extension in the DDM is directly simulated by adding a
new element to the crack tip. This particular feature of the DDM
makes it also attractive in comparison to the ﬁnite element meth-
ods for problems, where the medium can be assumed to be elastic
and homogeneous.
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Fig. 1. Axisymmetric crack subjected to normal and shear tractions, and adopted
cylindrical coordinates (a). Parameterization of the crack path (b). Orientation of
normal and tangent vectors (c), the displacement jump vector (d), and the traction
vector (e).
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tinuity methods have been extensively developed and applied to
the solutions of a variety of planar crack problems and to a lesser
extent to three-dimensional ones (Crouch and Starﬁeld, 1983; Hills
et al., 1996; Weertman, 1996; Napier and Malan, 2007, for a re-
view), their extension to axisymmetric conﬁgurations has re-
mained rather limited. The sheer complexity of the kernels,
compounded by the presence of typographical errors that are pep-
pering published solutions as well as the limited range of axisym-
metric problems compared to planar and 3D ones are likely factors
that have contributed to the lack of interest in the method.
Nonetheless, there are signiﬁcant engineering problems involv-
ing growth of axisymmetric cracks that could efﬁciently be solved
using a singular integral approach. Examples of such cracks in
engineering problems include pull-out tests of short anchor bolts
(Vogel and Ballarini, 1999; Piccinin et al., 2010) and propagation
of fractures due to Hertzian indentation (Carpinteri et al., 2004;
Chai and Lawn, 2005; Chai, 2007). Near-surface gas blasting (Sher
and Mikhailov, 2008), preconditioning of rock mass by hydraulic
fracturing to enhance caving operations (Jeffrey et al., 2001), injec-
tion of bentonite to form barriers to the migration of contaminants
in clayey soils (Murdoch and Slack, 2002), and the recently pro-
posed lifting of coastal cities by injection of a sediment-laden slur-
ry into hydraulic fractures (Germanovich and Murdoch, 2010) are
additional examples of geo-engineering processes that can also
be modeled, under certain assumptions, as propagation of an axi-
symmetric crack near a free surface. Finally, water-induced frac-
ture of a glacier from its bed (Tsai and Rice, 2010), disk-like
shallow magmatic intrusions known as laccoliths (Bunger and
Cruden, 2011) and saucer-shaped sills, including large maﬁc sills
and sand injectites (Malthe-Sørenssen et al., 2004; Polteau et al.,
2008) offer dramatic examples of a quasi-axisymmetric crack-like
object at scales that could reach kilometers or more.
Application of singular dislocation or displacement discontinu-
ity based integral methods and their numerical spin-offs to axi-
symmetric problems have for the most part been restricted to
cylindrical cracks (Farris et al., 1989; Demir et al., 1992a; Wang
et al., 2008) and planar penny-shaped cracks (Zhang et al., 2002;
Bunger, 2005; Paynter et al., 2006; Gordeliy and Detournay,
2011). Additional problems that have been reported in the litera-
ture include the annular crack in a thick-walled cylinder (Erdol
and Erdogan, 1978; Toygar and Geçit, 2006), solved using
Cauchy-singular integral equations, the annular crack in an inﬁnite
medium (Korsunsky, 2002; Hills et al., 1996) and the cone crack in
a half-space (Hills et al., 1996), both solved using a continuous dis-
tribution of ring dislocation dipoles. Formulation of the hypersin-
gular integral equations for the cone crack relies, however, on a
particular dislocation dipole solution (Korsunsky, 1995), which is
shown here to be incomplete. The problem of the bowl-shaped
crack near a free-surface has also been solved by the DDM (Sher
and Mikhailov, 2008). In this particular case, the inﬂuence coefﬁ-
cients were numerically constructed by discretizing a ring with
nearly ﬂat elements and enforcing the symmetry conditions.
Curved axisymmetric fractures, unlike cylindrical and penny-
shaped cracks, cannot be simulated using a distribution of ring
dislocations, but require instead to be modeled by a continuous
distribution of ring dislocation dipoles, which can eventually be
discretized according to the DDM. Indeed, the dislocation method
involves both Volterra and Somigliana dislocations, the latter being
characterized by a variable Burgers vector along the surface of the
cut. Since the stress ﬁeld induced by a Somigliana ring dislocation
depends on the orientation of the discontinuity surface, it is not
possible to construct solutions for curved cracks by superposition
of such dislocations, without leaving artiﬁcial shadows of these
branch cuts in the elastic stress ﬁeld. Furthermore, since only solu-
tions for branch cut either parallel or perpendicular to the axis ofsymmetry are currently known (Paynter et al., 2007; Paynter and
Hills, 2009), even cone cracks problems cannot be solved using dis-
tribution of dislocations.
This paper is concerned with the development of a displace-
ment discontinuity method for modeling axisymmetric fractures
in a homogeneous elastic half-space or full space. After a review
of the relevant existing axisymmetric dislocation solutions
(Paynter et al., 2007; Paynter and Hills, 2009), we derive the rela-
tionships between ring dislocation dipole and ring dislocation sin-
gularities, from which we deduce expressions for the elastic ﬁelds
induced by a ring dislocation dipole in a full and in a half-space.
These solutions are shown to satisfy symmetry relations derived
from the reciprocity theorem.
Next we formulate the hypersingular integral equations for an
arbitrarily shaped axisymmetric crack, by expressing the normal
and shear stress across the crack as a convolution of the normal
and shear displacement jump along the crack with the stress inﬂu-
ence functions of ring dislocation dipoles. Discretization of the
integral equations by dividing the crack into ring elements, with
each element representing a slice of a cone characterized by con-
stant-strength displacement discontinuities, yields a linear system
of equations to be solved for the discretized displacement jumps.
Two aspects in the development of the numerical method are
emphasized. One is the evaluation of the self-inﬂuence of an ele-
ment, which relies on a semi-analytical integration scheme based
on recursive relations for the Lipshitz–Hankel integrals (which ap-
pear in the expressions of the dislocation dipole inﬂuence func-
tions). The second one is the correction for the tip element to
improve the accuracy of the solution near the crack edge, including
the evaluation of the stress intensity factors. Finally, numerical re-
sults calculated with this method are compared with analytical
solutions for a spherical cap crack (Martin, 2001a; Martynenko
and Ulitko, 1979; Lai et al., 2002) and with available numerical re-
sults for a cylindrical crack (Kasano et al., 1984).2. Problem deﬁnition
Consider a smooth axisymmetric crack in an elastic half- or full
space, characterized by Poisson’s ratio m and Young’s modulus E
(Fig. 1). An axisymmetric loading consisting, in general, of a combi-
nation of distributed tractions applied on the crack faces, body
forces, far-ﬁeld stresses, and distributed loads on the surface of
the half-space causes the displacement ﬁeld to become discontin-
uous across the crack.
Let (r,z) denote the cylindrical coordinates, with the half-space
corresponding to the domain z > 0. Let the curve C denote the inter-
section of the crack surface with the plane (r,z). The curve C is
parameterized by the curvilinear coordinate t with origin at the
point of intersection of C and the z-axis or at one end of the crack
if C does not intersect the z-axis. The parametric equations of the
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s denote the tangent unit vector (positive in the direction of
increasing t) and n the normal unit vector to C oriented at an angle
p/2 counterclockwise from s, see Fig. 1. The positive (negative) side
of C, denoted as CþðCÞ, is taken to correspond to the left (right)
side by reference to the positive direction of travel on C.
There is a displacement jump [u] = u+  u across C, with u±
denoting the displacement along C. The normal and shear dis-
placement jump [un] and [us] along C are then deﬁned as
½un ¼ ½u  n; ½us ¼ ½u  s ð1Þ
The traction vector r  n is continuous across C, with r denoting the
stress ﬁeld. By deﬁning
rn ¼ ðr  nÞ  n; rs ¼ ðr  nÞ  s ð2Þ
rs and rn represent the components of the vector r  n in the (s,n)
system of coordinates, similarly to the components [us], [un] of
[u]. With deﬁnition (2), rn and rs correspond to the usual sign con-
vention adopted for the normal and shear stresses acting on the C
wall of the crack, see Fig. 1.
The integral equations are formulated in terms of the net shear
and normal stress acting on the crack face (rs,rn), and in terms of
the shear and normal displacement jumps ([us], [un]). This formu-
lation requires multiple transformations between components of
tensors and vectors in the global coordinate system (r,z) and the
local coordinate system (s,n). To simplify the writing of these oper-
ations, it is convenient to introduce an indicial notation for the vec-
torial and tensorial components. Here we adopt the convention
that the subscript 1 refers to the r-coordinate and 2 to the z-coor-
dinate (i.e., [u1] = [ur] is the radial component of the displacement
jump), but that the subscript 1 refers to the s-coordinate and 2 to
the n-coordinate if they are afﬁxed to a quantity with an overbar
(i.e., ½u1 ¼ ½us is the shear component of the displacement jump).
Furthermore, let e1 and e2 denote the unit radial and axial vec-
tor, respectively, and also deﬁne e1 ¼ s and e2 ¼ n; hence the com-
ponents of the orthogonal tensor l used for coordinates
transformation is given by
lij ¼ ei  ej ð3Þ
(For example, l11 = coshwhere h = h(t) is the inclination of s on the r-
axis at ðr^ðtÞ; z^ðtÞÞ, positive if measured counterclockwise from the r-
axis, see Fig. 1(b).) Now we can compactly express the shear and
normal displacement jumps ([us], [un]) in terms of the cylindrical
components ([ur], [uz]) as
ui ¼ lijuj ð4Þ
Furthermore, the shear and normal stress, rs and rn, can alterna-
tively be written as
ri ¼ rijnj ¼ likljlrklnj ¼ lijrjknk ð5Þ3. Axisymmetric dislocation and dislocation dipole
3.1. Lipschitz–Hankel integrals
The Lipschitz–Hankel integrals Jk,l,m(q,n) are special functions
deﬁned as (Eason et al., 1955)
Jk;l;mðq; nÞ ¼
Z 1
0
JkðtÞJlðqtÞenttmdt ð6Þ
where Jk(t) is the Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind with n > 0 guaran-
teeing convergence of the integral. Explicit expressions for some
Lipschitz–Hankel integrals Jk,l,m(q,n) in terms of complete elliptic
integrals can be found in Eason et al. (1955).A generalization of the Lipschitz–Hankel integral was intro-
duced by Paynter et al. (2007) to account for different orienta-
tions of the branch cut associated to a particular dislocation
loop. This new function is denoted as Pk,l,m(q,n;a), with the
arguments q and n denoting the scaled radial and axial coordi-
nates, and the angle a representing the inclination of the branch
cut onto the q-axis. For mP jk  lj, the function Pk,l,m(q,n;a) is
continuous but for a point singularity at q = 1, n = 0, with the an-
gle a becoming irrelevant in this case. For m < jk  lj, a = 0 corre-
sponds to a discontinuous displacement across the plane n = 0,
and a = p/2 to a discontinuity across a cylindrical cut (Paynter
et al., 2007; Paynter and Hills, 2009), with the cut in the direc-
tion from the origin of a dislocation to inﬁnity in the case of a
half-space. For mP jk  lj and for m < jk  lj, when a = 0, the
function Pk,l,m(q,n;0) reduces to the modiﬁed Lipschitz–Hankel
integral Jk;l;mðq; nÞ ¼ ðsgnðnÞÞkþlþmJk;l;mðq; jnjÞ, used by some
authors (Kolesnikova and Romanov, 1987; Korsunsky, 1996a;
Hills et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2002; Kolesnikova and Romanov,
2003), for which the domain of the deﬁnition has been extended
to include n 6 0.
Generalized Lipschitz–Hankel integrals are also employed in
this work. Solutions for the elastic ﬁelds involve expressions of
the form Pk,l,m(q, ±f  f0;a), in which the arguments q, f and f0 are
deﬁned as
q ¼ r
r0
; f ¼ z
r0
; f0 ¼ z
0
r0
ð7Þ
where (r,z) denote the coordinates of the ﬁeld point, and (r0,z0)
those of the source point. For brevity, the arguments in expressions
Pk,l,m(q,f  f0;a) are omitted, and only a is retained whenm < jk  lj,
e.g. P0,0,0 = P0,0,0(q,f  f0;a) and P1,0,0(a) = P1,0,0(q,f  f0;a). Further-
more, for functions such as Pk,l,m(q,f  f0;a), where f is used in
place of f, the arguments are omitted as well, but an overbar is
added as follows: P0;0;0 ¼ P0;0;0ðq;f f0;aÞ and P1;0;0ðaÞ ¼
P1;0;0ðq;f f0;aÞ.
Expressions for Pk,l,m(q,n;a) in terms of complete elliptic inte-
grals are given by Paynter et al. (2007) and Paynter and Hills
(2009). Construction of the ring dislocation dipole singularities also
involves differentiation of Pk,l,m(q,n;a). Using properties of the Bes-
sel functions, the following differentiation rules can be established
for mP jk  lj
@
@q
Pk;l;mðq; n;aÞ ¼ lq Pk;l;mðq; n;aÞ  Pk;lþ1;mþ1ðq; n;aÞ ð8Þ
@
@n
Pk;l;mðq; n;aÞ ¼ Pk;l;mþ1ðq; n;aÞ ð9Þ
When m < jk  lj, the rule (8) remains valid for q – 1, and the rule
(9) remains valid for a = p/2. For a = 0, however, the function
Pk,l,m(q,n;a) involves expressions of type sgn(n) and rule (9) is only
applicable if n– 0, as assumed in the following.
3.2. Axisymmetric dislocation loops
There are four circular dislocation loops relevant to this work
(Salamon and Dundurs, 1971; Kolesnikova and Romanov, 1986;
Demir et al., 1992b; Korsunsky, 1996a,b; Kolesnikova and
Romanov, 2003; Paynter et al., 2007; Paynter and Hills, 2009).
The strength of these dislocations is denoted as bji, where the sub-
script refers to the component of the Burgers vector while the
superscript pertains to the direction of the normal to the cut. There
are different ways to classify these dislocations.
Two of the dislocations correspond to the cylindrical cut r = r0,
z0 < z <1, with components brr; brz
 
of the Burgers vector; brr cor-
responds to a climb dislocation, while brz is associated with a
glide dislocation. They are deﬁned by the following displacement
jumps
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uzðrþ; zÞ  uzðr; zÞ ¼ brzHðz z0Þ ð11Þ
where H(z) is the Heaviside function. The minus sign in front of the
components of the Burgers vector is consistent with the usual sign
convention for the Burgers vector (e.g., Bilby and Eshelby, 1968).
The two other dislocations correspond to the inner disk cut
r < r0, z = z0 and also consist of a climb bzz
 
and glide bzr
 
disloca-
tion, characterized by displacement jumps given by
urðr; zþÞ  urðr; zÞ ¼ bzr
r
r0
Hðr0  rÞ ð12Þ
uzðr; zþÞ  uzðr; zÞ ¼ bzzHðr0  rÞ ð13Þ
The multiplier r/r0 in the deﬁnition of the shear inner disk disloca-
tion (12) ensures that the shear displacement vanishes along the
axis of symmetry (Zhang et al., 2002; Paynter et al., 2007).
The two dislocations characterized by an axial component bz of
the Burgers vector are Volterra dislocations; hence according to the
property of these dislocations (Eshelby, 1973), the stress ﬁeld for
these two dislocations is identical, as it does not depend on the ori-
entation of the cut. The inﬂuence of the path cut on the displace-
ment ﬁeld was only clariﬁed recently by Paynter et al. (2007),
who gave the solution for circular dislocation loops in an elastic
space in terms of Papkovich–Neuber displacement potentials (see
Paynter and Hills (2009) for the corresponding solutions in a
half-space). For a dislocation with its origin at (r0,z0), these poten-
tials are given for the full space by
/oz ¼ 
E0
4
P1;0;0ðaÞ
woz ¼
E0
4
r0
j 1
2
P1;0;1ðaÞ þ f0P1;0;0ðaÞ
 
ð14Þ
and for the half space z > 0 (with z0 > 0) by
/z ¼ /oz þ
E0
4
P1;0;0ðaÞ þ 2f0P1;0;1
 
wz ¼ woz þ r0
E0
4
j 1
2
P1;0;1ðaÞ þ jf0P1;0;0ðaÞ
 
ð15Þ
where f0 is deﬁned in (7) and the angle a is set to p/2 for the cylin-
drical cut (r = r0,z0 < z <1) and to 0 for the inner disk cut
(r < r0,z = z0). Expressions for the displacement potentials involve
the plane strain Young’s modulus E0 and the Kolosov’s constant j gi-
ven by
E0 ¼ E
1 m2 ; j ¼ 3 4m
The displacement and stress ﬁelds can then be derived from the
potentials (14) and (15), see Appendix B.
The two radial dislocations characterized by the component br of
the Burgers vector are Somigliana dislocations. Now all the ﬁelds
dependon the orientation of the cut. The solutions for the cylindrical
and inner disk dislocations are provided in terms of the Papkovich–
Neuber displacement potentials by Paynter et al. (2007) and Paynter
and Hills (2009) for the full space and the half-space, respectively.
Previous solutions of the Somigliana ring dislocation for a cylindrical
cut include a solution by Demir et al. (1992b) that was obtained in
terms of complete elliptic integrals using Love stress function and
Fourier transform in the axial direction, and solutions for a full and
in a half-space in terms of the Papkovich–Neuber displacement
potentials (Korsunsky, 1996a,b). However, it was later recognized
(Paynter et al., 2007; Paynter and Hills, 2009) that the solutions of
Korsunsky (1996a,b) actually correspond to a path cut exterior to a
disc and not to a cylindrical cut.
For a dislocation brr with origin at (r
0,z0), the Papkovich–Neuber
displacement potentials are given for the full space by/ror ¼ 
E0
4
P0;0;0  P1;0;1 p2
 	h i
wror ¼ r0
E0
4
j 1
2
P2;0;1
p
2
 	
 P0;0;1 p2
 	
 f0 P0;0;0  P1;0;1 p2
 	 	 
ð16Þ
and for the half space z > 0 (for the cylindrical cut deﬁned by r = r0,
z0 < z <1, with z0 > 0) by
/rr ¼ /ror 
E0
4
P0;0;0  2f0P0;0;1 þ 2f0P1;0;0 p2
 	
þ ðj 2ÞP1;0;1 p2
 	h i
wrr ¼ wror  r0
E0
4
jf0 P1;0;1
p
2
 	
 P0;0;0
 	
 P0;0;1 p2
 	h
þ j 1
2
P2;0;1
p
2
 	
þ ðj 3ÞP1;0;2 p2
 	 	
ð17Þ
The solution for the dislocation brr was derived as a combination of
three solutions (Paynter et al., 2007; Paynter and Hills, 2009): two
of them pertain to a normal traction applied to the outer and inner
face of the cylindrical cut, and the third one corresponds to a far-
ﬁeld axial loading of the inner cylindrical region that cancels the ax-
ial deformation due to the Poisson’s effect associated to one of the
two other solutions. The displacement potentials for each compo-
nent are continued into the complementary region, so that each
of the three solutions induces stresses along the inner and outer
faces of the cut. The weighting for each individual solution is chosen
so as to satisfy continuity of rrr and rrz along the cut, as well as the
vanishing of rzz at inﬁnity. Expressions (16) and (17) above present
the ﬁnal form of the composite solution for the full and half spaces.
For a dislocation bzr with its origin at (r
0,z0), the Papkovich–
Neuber displacement potentials are given for the full space by
/zor ¼
E0
4
P2;0;0ð0Þ
wzor ¼ r0
E0
4
jþ 1
2
P2;0;1ð0Þ þ f0P2;0;0ð0Þ

 
ð18Þ
and for the half-space z > 0 (with z0 > 0) by
/zr ¼ /zor 
E0
4
P2;0;0ð0Þ þ 2f0P2;0;1ð0Þ
 
wzr ¼ wzor  r0
E0
4
jþ 1
2
P2;0;1ð0Þ þ jf0P2;0;0ð0Þ

 
ð19Þ
Expressions for the stresses and displacements for the above
dislocations can be found in Appendix B.
3.3. Relationship between dislocation and dislocation dipole
The ring dislocation dipole is a tensorial singularity with com-
ponents Dij that is characterized by a singular jump of the displace-
ment ﬁeld according to
½urðr0; zÞ ¼ urðr0þ; zÞ  urðr0; zÞ ¼ Drrdðz z0Þ;
½uzðr0; zÞ ¼ uzðr0þ; zÞ  uzðr0; zÞ ¼ Dzrdðz z0Þ;
½urðr; z0Þ ¼ urðr; z0þÞ  urðr; z0Þ ¼ Drzdðr0  rÞ;
½uzðr; z0Þ ¼ uzðr; z0þÞ  uzðr; z0Þ ¼ Dzzdðr0  rÞ ð20Þ
where d denotes the Dirac’s delta function. The positive sign for the
cylindrical components of the dislocation dipole (DD) singularity is
shown in Fig. 2(a). Normal and shear displacement discontinuities
along the crack path can be determined from the DD tensor, simi-
larly to the normal and shear tractions from the stress tensor
(Fig. 2(b)).
The physical interpretation of such a singularity can be
understood, for example, by considering the speciﬁc case
Drr = Drz = Dzr = 0 and Dzz < 0. This particular singularity can be
a b
Fig. 2. Dislocation dipole tensor (a), and orientation of normal and shear displace-
ment discontinuities along the crack path (b).
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matic) dislocations of opposite sign on the plane z = z0, one located
at (r0  k,z0) and the other at (r0 + k,z0). Superposition of these two
dislocations yields a displacement jump [uz] given by
uzðr; z0þÞ  uzðr; z0Þ ¼ bzz Hðr0  r þ kÞ  Hðr0  r  kÞ½  ð21Þ
Taking the limit k? 0 after having deﬁned Dzz ¼ 2kbzz indeed yields
a Dirac-type displacement jump given by (20). The strength of the
singularity, Dzz, has dimension L2, with the volume 2pr0Dzz repre-
senting the open (Dzz < 0) or overlap (Dzz > 0) space associated with
this loop singularity.
From the above deﬁnitions of the dislocation and DD singular-
ity, it can be deduced that any ﬁeld Fij(r,z;r0,z0) induced by a unit
strength DD loop Dij = 1 located at r = r0, z = z0 can be derived from
the corresponding ﬁeld Fjiðr; z; r0; z0Þ induced by a unit strength dis-
location bji ¼ 1 according to the following rules
Frr ¼  @
@z0
Frr ; Fzr ¼ 
@
@z0
Frz
Frz ¼ 1r0
@
@r0
r0Fzr
 
; Fzz ¼ @
@r0
Fzz ð22Þ
The expressions for Frr, Fzr, and Fzz are evident in view of the nat-
ure of the dislocation loops brr ; b
r
z, and b
z
z, which are characterized
by constant displacement jumps along the cut, and their relation-
ships with the corresponding ring dislocation dipoles, as described
above for the dislocation dipole Dzz and the dislocation b
z
z. The
expression for Frz can be conﬁrmed by following a limiting process
involving the superposition of two offset dislocations that results
in a displacement jump [ur(r,z0)] = ur(r,z
0+)  ur(r,z0) given by
½urðr; z0Þ ¼  rr0 b
z
r ½Hðr0  r þ kÞ  Hðr0  r  kÞ ð23Þ
i.e. the shear dislocation at r = r0  k is scaled by (r0  k)/r0, so that
there is no displacement jump outside the ring r0  k < r < r0 + k,
z = z0, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Taking the limit for k? 0 after deﬁning
Drz ¼ 2kbzr and noting that g(u)d(u) = g(0)d(u) yields the expression
for Frz in (22).Fig. 3. Superposition of two Somigliana dislocations, one with origin at r = r0  k
and strength bzrðr0  kÞ=r0 and the other one with origin at r = r0 + k and strength
bzr ðr0 þ kÞ=r0 .3.4. Ring dislocation dipoles
The Papkovich–Neuber displacement potentials for the DD sin-
gularity can be derived from the dislocation potentials (14)–(19),
according to the rules (22). The elastic ﬁelds can then be directly
deduced from these potentials (Barber, 1992), or alternatively from
the elastic ﬁelds associated with the dislocation singularities
according to the rules (22). The displacement potentials for the
DD singularity in both full and half-space are listed below, while
the expressions for stresses and displacements can be found in
Appendix C. To guard against possible typesetting errors in these
new kernels and to help readers interested in performing compu-
tations, expressions for potentials, displacement ﬁelds and stresses
due to axisymmetric dislocations and DD singularities are also pro-
grammed in an open access Mathematica notebook (Gordeliy and
Detournay, 2010).
Again, the displacement potentials for the half-space are combi-
nations of the full-space potentials (denoted by index o) and extra
terms that account for the presence of the free surface. Full-space
potentials for singularities Drr, Dzz and Drz have previously been gi-
ven by Korsunsky (1995); however, the solution for Drr is incom-
plete, as discussed in Section 3.6 below. The Papkovich–Neuber
potentials for the four DD loops with strength Drr, Dzz, Drz, and
Dzr are listed below for both the full and the half-space.
Drr Singularity at (r0,z0)
/orr ¼
E0
4
1
r0
P0;0;1  P1;0;0 p2
 	h i
worr ¼
E0
4
jP1;0;1
p
2
 	
 jþ 3
2
P0;0;0 þ f0 P1;0;0 p2
 	
 P0;0;1
 	 
/rr ¼ /orr þ
E0
4
1
r0
3P0;0;1 þ 2f0ðP1;0;1  P0;0;2Þ þ jP1;0;0 p2
 	h i
wrr ¼ worr þ
E0
4
3jþ 1
2
P0;0;0  jf0 P0;0;1  P1;0;0 p2
 	 	
þ j
2 þ 1
2
P1;0;1
p
2
 	
ð24Þ
Dzz Singularity at (r0,z0)
/ozz ¼ 
E0
4
1
r0
P0;0;1
wozz ¼
E0
4
ðj 1Þ
2
P0;0;0 þ f0P0;0;1
 
/zz ¼ /ozz þ
E0
4
1
r0
P0;0;1 þ 2f0P0;0;2
 
wzz ¼ wozz þ
E0
4
j 1
2
P0;0;0 þ jf0P0;0;1
 
ð25Þ
Drz Singularity at (r0,z0)
/orz ¼
E0
4
1
r0
P1;0;1
worz ¼ 
E0
4
jþ 1
2
ðP1;0;0ð0Þ  sgnðf f0ÞÞ þ f0P1;0;1
 
/rz ¼ /orz 
E0
4
1
r0
P1;0;1 þ 2f0P1;0;2
 
wrz ¼ worz 
E0
4
jþ 1
2
ðP1;0;0ð0Þ þ sgnðfþ f0ÞÞ þ jf0P1;0;1
 
ð26Þ
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/ozr ¼
E0
4
1
r0
P1;0;1
wozr ¼ 
E0
4
jþ 1
2
P1;0;0
p
2
 	
þ f0P1;0;1
 
/zr ¼ /ozr 
E0
4
1
r0
½P1;0;1 þ 2f0P1;0;2
wzr ¼ wozr 
E0
4
jþ 1
2
P1;0;0
p
2
 	
þ jf0P1;0;1
 
ð27Þ3.5. Symmetries in the ring dislocation dipoles stress solutions
Assuming no loading other than eigenstrain distributions in the
half-space, application of the Betti–Maxwell reciprocal theorem
yields (e.g. Cheng and Detournay, 1998, within the more general
context of poroelasticity)Z
X
Eð1Þ : rð2ÞdX
Z
X
Eð2Þ : rð1ÞdX ¼ 0 ð28Þ
where E(1) and E(2) are two distinct arbitrary eigenstrain distribu-
tions and where r(1) and r(2) are the corresponding induced stress
ﬁelds. Assume now that the two eigenstrain ﬁelds are two singular
axisymmetric DD loops, one with radius r1 located at z1 that is char-
acterized by a strength (per unit length of loop) Dð1Þij and the second
one with strength Dð2Þij at r2, z2
EðmÞij ¼ DðmÞij dðr  rmÞdðz zmÞ ð29Þ
and thus
rðmÞij ðr; zÞ ¼ rijklðr; z; rm; zmÞDðmÞkl ð30Þ
with the ﬁrst set of arguments of rijkl denoting the coordinates of
the ﬁeld point, and the second set those of the source point. The rec-
iprocity relation (28) then simpliﬁes to
2pr1Dð1Þij D
ð2Þ
kl rijklðr1; z1; r2; z2Þ ¼ 2pr2Dð1Þkl Dð2Þij rijklðr2; z2; r1; z1Þ ð31Þ
Next we select both tensors Dð1Þij and D
ð2Þ
ij to be of the particular form
Dð1Þij ¼ diadjb; Dð2Þij ¼ dicdjd ð32Þ
i.e., each tensor contains one unit strength component, Dð1Þab ¼ 1 and
Dð2Þcd ¼ 1 (where the indices a, b, c, d take value 1 or 2), with all the
other components being equal to zero. After substituting (32) into
(31), we deduce the following symmetry relations in the DD stress
solutions
rrijklðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ r0rklijðr0; z0; r; zÞ ð33Þ
where we have reverted to the indices i, j, k, l, and also to (r,z) and
(r0,z0) to denote the coordinates of the two points. Moreover, since
there is symmetry on the ﬁrst two indices, i and j, of rijkl on account
of the symmetry of the stress tensor, the last two indices (here k and
l) can be interchanged. All the independent symmetries are explic-
itly given in Appendix C. In particular, the symmetry relations (33)
imply that the inﬂuence functions for the DD loop Drz are identical
to those corresponding to the loop Dzr, i.e.,
rij12ðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ rij21ðr; z; r0; z0Þ ð34Þ
The above equivalence on the loop Drz and Dzr was assumed but not
proven in previous publications.
3.6. Discussion
The derived full space potentials for the eigenstrains Dzz and Drz
are identical to those obtained by Korsunsky (1995) (except for the
term sgn(f  f0) in worz, which does not induce displacement orstress, see Section 3.1), but not for the eigenstrain Drr. While the
stress rij11(r,z;r0,z0) due to Drr, deduced from potentials (24) and
explicitly given in Appendix C, satisﬁes the symmetry relation
(33), the corresponding stress in Korsunsky (1995) solution does
not. Interestingly, Viesca and Rice (2011) also use elastic reciproc-
ity as a means to establish symmetries in dislocation solutions for a
half-plane.
Actually, with provision for a misprint in the expressions of the
potentials, Korsunsky’s solution is consistent with the application
of the DD derivation rules (22) on the outer cylinder component
of the solution for the Somigliana dislocation brr (Paynter et al.,
2007). The error in Korsunsky’s solution can also be revealed by
taking the limit of this eigenstrain solution for r0 ? 0 with
Drr = (2pr0)1 (so that the volume associated with the displacement
jump remains 1 during the limiting process). In the limit, the ring
DD must collapse into a plane isotropic DD corresponding to
Dxx = Dyy = 1/2 with all other components Dij = 0. For example, it
can be shown for the full-space kernels (in which z0 = 0 is taken
for simplicity) that
lim
r0!0
rorrrr
2pr0
¼  E
0
16p
4mz4  2ð3þ mÞr4 þ ð9þ 2mÞr2z2
ðr2 þ z2Þ7=2
lim
r0!0
rozzrr
2pr0
¼  E
0
16p
4ð1 mÞz4 þ ð1þ 2mÞr4  2ð5þ mÞr2z2
ðr2 þ z2Þ7=2
ð35Þ
which matches the corresponding stresses due to combining the
two eigenstrains Dxx = Dyy = 1/2 at r = r0 and z = z0 = 0. The same lim-
iting process applied to Korsunsky (1995) solution yields
lim
r0!0
rorrrr
2pr0
¼  E
0
16p
4mz4 þ 4ðm 3Þr4 þ 2ð9þ 4mÞr2z2
ðr2 þ z2Þ7=2
lim
r0!0
rozzrr
2pr0
¼  E
0
16p
8z4 þ 2r4  20r2z2
ðr2 þ z2Þ7=2
ð36Þ
However both solutions correctly degenerate towards the plane
strain eigenstrain solution in the close neighbourhood of the ring
jr/r0  1j  1, z = z0.
4. Integral equations
4.1. Continuous distribution of dislocation dipoles
The crack can thus be modeled as a density of normal and shear
ring dislocation dipoles distributed on the crack surface (Fig. 2(b)),
so as to mimic the displacement jump [un] =  dn(t) and
[us] =  ds(t) on C. The inﬁnitesimal DD tensor dD applied at t over
the crack increment dt is naturally expressed as
dD ¼ D dt ð37Þ
where the components of the DD density tensor D in the local coor-
dinate system (s,n) are given by
Dij ¼ dinj ð38Þ
Note that the crack volume V is given by
V ¼ 2p
Z ‘
0
dnðtÞr^ðtÞdt ð39Þ
where ‘ is the length of the curve C.
4.2. Integral equations
We ﬁrst apply the coordinate transformation rules to determine
the components of D in the cylindrical coordinates system
Dij ¼ likljlDkl ð40Þ
Fig. 4. Discretization of the crack surface by cone segments (cross-section).
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the cylindrical coordinates system, the stress drij at x^iðtÞ induced
by the inﬁnitesimal eigenstrain dD0ij ¼ D0ijdt0 at x^iðt0Þ is given by
drmn ¼ rmnkll0ikl0jld0in0jdt0 ð41Þ
where l0ij denote the components of the coordinates transformation
tensor at t0. The corresponding shear and normal stress increment
across C at t, drs and drn, are then determined according to
dri ¼ limljndrmnnj ð42Þ
The shear and normal stress ri induced along C by the distribu-
tion of DD density singularities di must balance the stress ri ap-
plied along C, given by
ri ¼ rti  lijrojknk ð43Þ
In (43), rti denotes the tractions applied directly to the crack faces
(e.g. internal pressure), and rojk denotes the stress ﬁeld induced by
all other loads, such as far-ﬁeld loading or surface loading in the
case of a half-space. Combined with the superposition principle,
these considerations lead to a set of integral equations that relate
the shear and normal displacement discontinuities, ds and dn, to
the applied shear and normal stress, rn and rs , along the crack
surfaceZ ‘
0
Gaiðt; t0Þd0idt0 ¼ ra ð44Þ
where the kernels Gaiðt; t0Þ are given by
Gai ¼ lamlbnrmnkll0ikl0jln0jnb ð45Þ
In expanded form, (44) readZ ‘
0
Gnnðt; t0Þdnðt0Þ þ Gnsðt; t0Þdsðt0Þ½ dt0 ¼ rnðtÞZ ‘
0
Gsnðt; t0Þdnðt0Þ þ Gssðt; t0Þdsðt0Þ½ dt0 ¼ rs ðtÞ ð46Þ
Both kernels Gnn(t, t0) and Gss(t, t0) are hypersingular at t0 = t. Addi-
tionally, all four kernels contain Cauchy-singular and log-singular
contributions at t0 = t under certain conditions. Given the crack
loading the DD density distributions, ds(t) and dn(t), are found by
solving the coupled integral Eqs. (46).
5. Numerical method: Axi-DDM
An axisymmetric DDM for a planar crack parallel to the free sur-
face is described by Zhang et al. (2002) and later used by Bunger
(2005) and Gordeliy and Detournay (2011) for modeling hydraulic
fractures. This particular method makes use of ring displacement
discontinuity elements characterized by constant normal displace-
ment jumps and by shear displacement jumps proportional to the
distance from the axis of symmetry, as the inﬂuence integrals for
both jumps can be evaluated analytically. Here we describe an
extension of this method to model arbitrarily shaped axisymmetric
cracks.
5.1. Discretization of integral equations
The fracture is discretized intom ring elements, where each ele-
ment represents a slice of a cone (Fig. 4). The element transverse
length, here assumed constant, is denoted by D. For element j
(j = 1, . . . ,m), the element inclination angle is denoted as hj (positive
whenmeasured counterclockwise from the r-axis) and the element
midpoint corresponds to t = tj. The applied shear and normal stress
at the element midpoint are denoted as rjs ¼ rs ðtjÞ and rjn ¼ rnðtjÞ,
respectively. Discretization of the singular integral Eqs. (46) isbased on approximating the displacement discontinuities along
each element by constant-strength normal and shear displacement
jumps, djn and d
j
s.
By combining the tractions at midpoint of each element into the
vectors rn ¼ r1n; . . . ;rmn
 T and rs ¼ r1s ; . . . ;rms T and the displace-
ment discontinuities for all elements into the vectors
dn ¼ d1n; . . . ; dmn
 	T
and ds ¼ d1s ; . . . ; dms
 	T
, the integral Eqs. (46)
are reduced to a linear system of algebraic equations
Mnndn þMnsds ¼ rn
Msndn þMssds ¼ rs ð47Þ
where the components of the matrices Mng are the inﬂuence
integrals
Mijng ¼
Z tjþD=2
tjD=2
Gngðti; t0Þdt0 ð48Þ
Due to their complexity, the kernels Gng cannot be integrated in
closed-form along an arbitrarily oriented cone segment. The regu-
lar inﬂuence integrals, Mijng for i– j, which relate the displacement
jumps within an element to the tractions at the mid-point of an-
other element, are evaluated using a conventional quadrature. Cal-
culation of the self-effect coefﬁcients Miing involves integrals of
hypersingular, Cauchy singular and log-singular kernels. These
integrals are evaluated using a combination of a conventional
quadrature and a recursive procedure that allows for explicit ana-
lytical integration of the singularities, as explained in Section 5.3.
5.2. Elastic ﬁelds
Elastic ﬁelds induced by the displacement jump across the crack
can now be approximated as a sum of elastic ﬁelds induced by each
individual displacement discontinuity element. For example, the
displacement is found from
uaðr; zÞ ¼
Xm
j¼1
Z tjþD=2
tjD=2
Uaiðr; z; r^ðt0Þ; z^ðt0ÞÞd0idt0 ð49Þ
in which
Uai ¼ lamumklðr; z; r^ðt0Þ; z^ðt0ÞÞl0ikl0jln0j ð50Þ
and umklðr; z; r^ðt0Þ; z^ðt0ÞÞ is the displacement component um at (r,z) in-
duced by the dislocation dipole Dkl at ðr^ðt0Þ; z^ðt0ÞÞ, see Appendix C. A
similar expression can be derived for the stress.
A particular case of a single displacement discontinuity cone
element is illustrated in Fig. 5. The cone element is parameterized
by r = 1 + t cosh, z = t sinh, with h = p/6 and 0 6 t 6 1 (Fig. 5(a)).
Fig. 5(b–f) shows the contour plots of the elastic ﬁeld components
in the rotated axes ðe1; e2Þ that are induced by a unit normal dis-
placement discontinuity, dn = 1, along the element. These results
were computed for m = 0.2. The displacement in the direction nor-
mal to the element, u2, thus experiences a uniform jump across the
a b c
d e f
Fig. 5. Contours of elastic ﬁelds due to a unit normal displacement discontinuity, dn = 1, across a cone element: (a) cross-section of the cone element and orientation of
rotated coordinate axes, (b–f) contours of u1; u2; r11=E0; r12=E0 and r22=E0 in the vicinity of the cone element, depicted by the blue line segment. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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stresses r22 and r12 are continuous. However, the stress compo-
nent r11 shows a jump, as expected for a Somigliana dislocation.
While for a Volterra dislocation, the stresses do not depend on
the cut orientation and thus all stress components must remain
continuous to guarantee continuity of tractions across a cut of arbi-
trary orientation, this is not the case for Somigliana dislocations.
Furthermore, the stress depends on the orientation of the Somigli-
ana dislocation and only the continuity of tractions (i.e. the stresses
r22 and r12 in the rotated axes ei) across a cut of a particular ori-
entation is guaranteed. Since the solutions for the DD singularities
involve derivatives of the Somigliana dislocation solutions, the
stress component r11 due to a distribution of DD singularities
along an element can be discontinuous.
5.3. Evaluation of singular integrals over a cone segment
Explicit separation of the hypersingularities in the kernels
Gng(t, t0) in the form (t0  t)2 can be obtained via asymptotic series
expansions. The hypersingular and the Cauchy singular terms are
thus found for the diagonal terms from
4p
E0
Gnnðt; t0Þ ¼  1ðt0  tÞ2
 1
t0  t
cos hðtÞ
2r^ðtÞ þ Oðlog jt
0  tjÞ ð51Þ
and for the off-diagonal terms from
4p
E0
Gngðt; t0Þ ¼ 1t0  t
ð1Þnð1 4mÞ sin hðtÞ
2r^ðtÞ þ Oðlog jt
0  tjÞ ð52Þ
Further expansions can be obtained to determine the log-singular
and the following regular terms by using the expressions for the
kernels provided in the Mathematica notebook (Gordeliy and
Detournay, 2010) available for download.
The self-effect coefﬁcients Miing in (48) can be computed, for
example, by a combination of numerical integration of the regular-
ized kernels Gng(t, t0), from which the singularities are subtracted,and analytical integration of the subtracted singularities. The com-
putation of the singular functions in the vicinity of t0 = t should be
performed with care to avoid unnecessary numerical errors in this
approach. Alternatively, one can exploit an integration procedure
that accounts for hypersingularities, as well as for Cauchy and
log singularities and does not require a closed-form explicit sepa-
ration of the singularities. The Gauss–Jacobi interpolative quadra-
ture developed by Korsunsky (2002) is an example of such an
algorithm.
For this paper, however, we investigated an alternative integra-
tion procedure based on an explicit closed-form integration of the
singularities in the kernels Gng(t, t0), using recursive relations for
the Lipshitz–Hankel integrals. It is indeed possible to employ these
recursive relations to express the hyper- and Cauchy singular ker-
nels in terms of regular, log-singular and analytically integrable
functions.
In particular, the kernels Gng(t, t0), which have to be integrated
over a cone segment parameterized by ðr^ðt0Þ; z^ðt0ÞÞ and inclined to
the r-axis at the angle h (Fig. 4), involve combinations of Lip-
shitz–Hankel integrals of the forms r^ðt0ÞkPm;n;pðq; nÞ and
nðr^ðt0ÞÞkPm;n;pðq; nÞ, in which k = 1, 2 and the arguments q and n
are functions of t and t0,
q ¼ r^ðtÞ
r^ðt0Þ ; n ¼
z^ðtÞ  z^ðt0Þ
r^ðt0Þ ð53Þ
The order of singularity of Pm,n,p(q,n) is given by
Pm;n;pðq; nÞ 	 Oððt  t0ÞpÞ ð54Þ
and thus
nPm;n;pðq; nÞ 	 Oððt  t0Þðp1ÞÞ ð55Þ
For example, the functions P0,0,2 and nP0,0,3 are hypersingular.
The order of singularity of r^ðt0Þ2Pm;n;pðq; nÞ can be reduced using
1
r^ðt0Þ2
Pm1;n;p
Pm;n;p
 
¼ d
dt0
fFðt0Þg þ 1
r^ðt0Þ2
APm1;n;p1
BPm;n;p1
 
ð56Þ
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the indices m, n and p and on the inclination angle h. It follows that
(56) enables to express functions with a singularity of order
O((t  t0)p) (on the left-hand side) in terms of analytically integra-
ble functions (abbreviated into the differential of the vector F(t0))
and functions with a singularity of order O((t  t0)(p1)) (on the
right-hand side).
By recursively applying relations similar to (56) to the functions
r^ðt0ÞkPm;n;pðq; nÞ and nðr^ðt0ÞÞkPm;n;pðq; nÞ, the hyper- and Cauchy-
singular functions can be reduced to analytically integrable func-
tions or to either log-singular or regular functions that can be inte-
grated using a conventional quadrature permitting for logarithmic
singularities. Appendix A provides the recursive integral formulae
for all of the involved combinations of singular Lipshitz–Hankel
integrals. As a result, no special quadratures for treating hyper-
and Cauchy-singular integrals are needed. For the numerical exam-
ples investigated in this paper, integration of the log-singular func-
tions is performed numerically following the approach described
in Hills et al. (1996), by discarding a symmetric vicinity of the sin-
gular point from the integration interval.
A comparison of results obtained using the recursive formulae
with those computed by asymptotic separation of singularities is
illustrated in Fig. 6. The ﬁgure shows the stresses r22 and r12 along
a cone segment, induced by a uniform displacement discontinuity
distribution dn = 1 along the same segment, parameterized by
r = 1 + t cosh, z = t sinh, with h = p/6 and 0 6 t 6 1. Again, Poisson’s
ratio is taken as m = 0.2. The stresses are computed by integrating
the singular kernels Gnn and Gsn using either the recursive formulae
to reduce the singularities, or a combination of numerical integra-
tion of the regularized kernels and an analytical integration of the
singularities. The excellent agreement between these results con-
ﬁrms the validity of the recursive integration procedure.
5.4. Edge correction and solution
To reduce the numerical error introduced by a constant dis-
placement discontinuity tip element, the edge correction proposed
by Ryder and Napier (1985) is used. This correction, which is
equivalent to adding stresses on the tip element that are propor-
tional to the displacement jump across that element, is introduced
directly into the inﬂuence matrices Mnn and Mss, as follows
(Gordeliy and Detournay, 2011)Fig. 6. Stresses r22 and r12 due to a unit normal displacement discontinuity, dn = 1,
along a cone segment. The stresses are computed by evaluation of singular
integrals, in which the singularities are integrated using either a recursive
procedure (solid line), or asymptotic expansions (crosses).Mii0nn ¼ Miinn þ
aE0
4D
ð57Þ
where the index i corresponds to the tip element (i =m and also
i = 1 if the crack surface excludes the origin), and n is either n (nor-
mal) or s (shear). The adjusted self-effect matrix component Mii0nn is
used instead of the original component Miinn, given by the inﬂuence
integral (48).
Determination of the parameter a introduced in (57) is dis-
cussed by Ryder and Napier (1985). For the numerical examples
described in this paper, a = 1/3 is used in all cases. The good agree-
ment between numerical results and analytical solutions for the
examples presented below, consistent with our previous experi-
ence (Gordeliy and Detournay, 2011), conﬁrms that this value of
a provides sufﬁcient accuracy for the evaluation of the displace-
ment jumps at the element mid-points and for the computation
of the stress intensity factors. The mode I and mode II stress inten-
sity factors are determined from the volumetrically averaged dis-
placement discontinuties in the tip element, e.g. for i =m
KI ¼ 38
E0dmnﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2D=p
p ; KII ¼ 38 E
0dmsﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2D=p
p ð58Þ
where the minus sign takes into account that dn =  [un].
6. Numerical examples
Results obtained with the axisymmetric displacement disconti-
nuity method are compared with closed-form solutions or other
independent numerical solutions on problems involving spherical
cap cracks and cylindrical cracks. The efﬁciency of Axi-DDM is also
discussed.
6.1. Spherical cap crack
Consider a spherical cap crack in an elastic space with a tensile
triaxial state of stress rozz P 0; rorr ¼ ro## P 0 at inﬁnity, with #
denoting the cylindrical coordinate angle. The crack is parameter-
ized as (Fig. 7)
z ¼ c 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2  r2
p
; r 6 a ð59Þ
where c is the radius of the spherical surface.
For a slightly curved crack, there exists an asymptotic solution
in terms of the small parameter e = a/c = sina (Martin, 2001a)
½un ¼ 8ar
o
zz
pE0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 r
a
 	2r
þ Oðe2Þ ð60Þ
½us ¼  8ae3pE0 2r
o
rr 
5þ 4m
2
rozz

 
r
a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 r
a
 	2r
þ Oðe2Þ ð61ÞFig. 7. Cross-section of spherical cap crack in an inﬁnite space subjected to a far-
ﬁeld stress.
ba
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jumps computed with Axi-DDM using 50 elements, together with
the asymptotic solution for e = 0.01. Two cases with Poisson’s ratio
m = 0.2 were considered: (i) normal load dominance with
rorr ¼ ro## ¼ 0 (Fig. 8); and (ii) shear load dominance with rozz ¼ 0
(Fig. 9). The discrepancy between the results of Axi-DDM and the
asymptotic solution in all cases is within the order of O(e2), which
is consistent with the asymptotic formulae (60) and (61).
There exist also analytical solutions for spherical cap cracks that
are not restricted to small angles a (Martynenko and Ulitko, 1979;
Martin, 2001b). These solutions were obtained by expressing the
elastic ﬁelds in terms of series of Legendre polynomials, with the
unknown coefﬁcients being determined by enforcing the boundary
conditions along the surface of the spherical crack. This procedure
yields coupled integro-differential equations that were originally
solved by reduction to ordinary differential equations (Martynenko
and Ulitko, 1979) and later by Laplace transform (Martin, 2001b).
Fig. 10(a) compares the stress intensity factors, computed withFig. 8. Normalized displacement jumps for a spherical cap crack in Fig. 7, subjected
to the far-ﬁeld stress rozz , for a/c = 0.01 and m = 0.2.
Fig. 9. Normalized displacement jumps for a spherical cap crack in Fig. 7, subjected
to the far-ﬁeld stress rorr ¼ ro## , for a/c = 0.01 and m = 0.2.
Fig. 10. Normalized stress intensity factors (a) and the propagation angle (b) for a
spherical cap crack subjected to a far-ﬁeld isotropic tension rozz ¼ rorr ¼ ro## ¼
ro P 0. The angle u is deﬁned similarly to the crack inclination h, see Fig. 1.Axi-DDM for several values of the angle a using 100 elements, with
closed-form expressions corresponding to a far-ﬁeld isotropic ten-
sion rozz ¼ rorr ¼ ro## ¼ ro P 0 (Martynenko and Ulitko, 1979; Lai
et al., 2002). (We use the expressions given by Lai et al. (2002),
who reproduced the solution of Martynenko and Ulitko (1979).)
These results correspond to Poisson’s ratio m = 1/3. The stress inten-
sity factors are normalized by KoI ¼ 2ro
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðc sinaÞ=pp .
The results of Axi-DDM are in good agreement with the analyt-
ical solution. For larger values of the angle a, the numerical results
slightly deviate from the analytical solution, indicating the need to
use more elements. A similar trend can actually be observed in a
numerical solution of an equivalent problem with a three-dimen-
sional boundary element method (Lai et al., 2002).
The stress intensity factors computed with Axi-DDM are in fact
sufﬁciently accurate to reliably predict the fracture propagation
direction, taken to correspond to the direction of the maximum
tensile stress. This direction can be computed from the mode I
and II stress intensity factors (Erdogan and Sih, 1963). The propa-
gation angle computed with Axi-DDM and with the analytical solu-
tion (Martynenko and Ulitko, 1979; Lai et al., 2002) is shown in
Fig. 10(b). The results agree well, even for larger values of a. This
example also conﬁrms the validity of the edge correction used
for the constant-strength tip element.
6.2. Cylindrical crack
Consider next a cylindrical crack either in an inﬁnite space or in
a half-space, see insert of Fig. 11. In the case of a half-space, the
crack terminates at the free surface. The crack has a radius R and
a half-length L and is subjected to a uniform pressure p.
A reference numerical solution for this problem can be obtained
by the distributed dislocation technique (Hills et al., 1996). In this
approach, two coupled Cauchy singular integral equations are for-
mulated by distributing normal and tangential ring dislocations
(Paynter et al., 2007; Paynter and Hills, 2009) along the cylindrical
Fig. 11. Normalized displacement jumps for a uniformly pressurized cylindrical
crack in an inﬁnite space (a) and in a half-space (b) for R/L = 1.
Table 2
Normalized SIFs for a uniformly pressurized surface-breaking cylindrical crack in a
half-space, for m = 0.3. The table shows results obtained with Axi-DDM and CPM. The
sign convention for KI and KII is here consistent with that of [ur] and [uz],
respectively.
R/L Axi-DDM CPM
0.1 KI 1.8  101 1.9  101
KII 3.1  103 4.5  103
1 KI 5.8  101 5.9  101
KII 2.1  102 2.1  102
10 KI 1.4 1.4
KII 2.0  102 2.0  102
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known dislocation density as the product of a known shape func-
tion that speciﬁes the behavior of the displacement jump
gradient at the crack ends and a smooth function, which is approx-
imated by a series of Chebychev polynomials (CPM). For the crack
in an inﬁnite space, the shape function has a square-root singular-
ity at both crack ends. For a surface-breaking crack, the shape func-
tion has a square-root singularity at the crack closed end but a
square-root behavior at the crack mouth, thus enforcing a zero dis-
placement jump gradient at that point. While this gradient is not
necessarily zero at the crack mouth, this approximation should
not reduce the accuracy of the stress intensity factors computed
at the crack closed end, provided that a sufﬁcient number of poly-
nomials is used for the solution (Hills et al., 1996).
Values of the stress intensity factors obtained with Axi-DDM
and CPM at the crack end z = 2L are given in Tables 1 and 2 for
R/L = 0.1, 1 and 10. The results correspond to Poisson’s ratio
m = 0.3 and are rounded to two signiﬁcant digits. The mode I and
II stress intensity factors, KI and KII, are both normalized by
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pL
p
. For this example, 200 elements were used in Axi-DDM,
and 200 Chebychev polynomials were used in CPM. The displace-
ment jumps computed with the two methods for R/L = 1 are shown
in Fig. 11.Table 1
Normalized SIFs for a uniformly pressurized cylindrical crack in an inﬁnite space, for
m = 0.3, at crack tip z = 2L. The table shows results obtained with Axi-DDM and CPM
and those reported in Kasano et al. (1984). The sign convention for KI and KII is here
consistent with that of [ur] and [uz], respectively.
R/L Axi-DDM CPM Kasano et al.
0.1 KI 1.7  101 1.7  101 1.7  101
KII 5.2  102 5.4  102 5.5  102
1 KI 5.4  101 5.4  101 5.4  101
KII 8.3  102 8.4  102 8.4  102
10 KI 9.7  101 9.8  101 9.8  101
KII 5.7  103 5.8  103 5.8  103For the case of a cylindrical crack in an inﬁnite space, an alter-
native reference solution is given by Kasano et al. (1984), who treat
the more general problem of an interface crack between a cylindri-
cal ﬁber and a matrix of contrasting properties. The solution is
based on the use of stress functions that are expressed as integrals
with unknown densities. Stress intensity factors obtained in
Kasano et al. (1984) for the particular case of identical properties
for the matrix and the ﬁbers (with m = 0.3) and a uniformly pressur-
ized crack are shown in Table 1 as well. (The sign of mode II stress
intensity factor from Kasano et al. (1984) has been changed for
consistency with the present sign convention.)
The displacement jumps in Fig. 11 computed with Axi-DDM
match perfectly those computed with CPM, and the numerical val-
ues of the stress intensity factors in Tables 1 and 2 obtained with
Axi-DDM are in good agreement with those from Kasano et al.
(1984) (for the crack in the inﬁnite space) and those computed
with CPM. For the surface-breaking crack, it should be noted that
the enforcement of a zero displacement jump gradient at the crack
mouth (which is in contradiction with the numerical results
according to Fig. 11) does not spoil the solution obtained with CPM.
Values of the SIFs for a uniformly pressurized cylindrical crack
and for the equivalent problem of a cylindrical crack under a re-
mote radial load are reported in several other works, but it is out-
side the scope of the present paper to review them all. In particular,
values of the SIFs for a crack in an inﬁnite space, for R/L 2 (0,10)
and for m = 0, 0.25, 0.5, computed using Chebychev polynomials
to approximate the densities of distributed ring dislocation dipoles,
are reported in Hills et al. (1996) and in Korsunsky and Hills
(2000). The integral kernels given in these two works are different
from those used here, however. It is seen from the analysis of val-
ues in Table 1 and a comparison with the SIFs in Fig. 5.11 of Hills
et al. (1996), that the values of KII reported for this problem in Hills
et al. (1996) (taken with the opposite sign for consistency with the
present sign convention) differ from the results obtained with Axi-
DDM and by Kasano et al. (1984). For example, for R/L = 1, the dif-
ference between the normalized values of KII from Table 1 and
those from Hills et al. (1996) is of order 101.6.3. Computational error
We studied the efﬁciency of the Axi-DDM in comparison with
the axisymmetric dual boundary element method developed by
Lacerda and Wrobel (2002) for the problem of a penny-shaped
crack in an inﬁnite space under uniform axial tension. The relative
error in the mode I stress intensity factor was evaluated with re-
spect to the number of the boundary elements used to discretize
the crack.
Discontinuous linear elements are used in Lacerda and Wrobel
(2002). They report that for 2 elements used for each crack face,
the relative error does not exceed 8%, and for 10 elements the rel-
ative error varies from around 0.5% to 2.5%, depending on the type
Fig. 12. Computational errors in the solution for a surface-breaking cylindrical
crack.
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used in these computations is, respectively, 8 and 40 (the number
of elements multiplied by 4 to account for linear elements and two
discretized crack faces). We performed the computations with Axi-
DDM for this problem using 8 and 40 constant-strength DD ele-
ments, assuming that these numbers lead to equivalent degrees
of freedom. The relative error in the mode I stress intensity factor
was 0.8% for 8 elements and 0.06% for 40 elements. This example
shows that Axi-DDM compares favorably with alternative numer-
ical methods available for modeling axisymmetric fractures.
A study of convergence of the results computed by Axi-DDM is
performed for the surface-breaking cylindrical crack described in
Section 6.2, for m = 0.3 and R/L = 1. The problem was solved with
different numbers of elements (m = 25, 50, 100 and 200), and the
computational error in the stress intensity factors at the crack
end was computed as
emi ¼ jKmi  Ki j = j Ki j; i ¼ I; II ð62Þ
in which Kmi is the stress intensity factor computed using m ele-
ments, and Ki is the value computed using 200 Chebychev polyno-
mials within CPM. Similarly, the computational error in the
displacement jumps at the crack mouth was computed as
emIII ¼
j½unm  ½unj
j½unj ; e
m
IV ¼
j½usm  ½usj
j½usj ð63Þ
in which the displacement jumps are evaluated at z = 0, and the
quantities with superscripts m and ⁄, respectively, correspond to
the values computed usingm elements in Axi-DDM and those com-
puted using CPM.
Fig. 12 shows the decay of the computational errors and con-
ﬁrms that the solution by Axi-DDM converges to that by CPM.
The orders of the errors are deduced as
emi ¼ Oðmpi Þ ð64Þ
with the convergence rates pi ranging between 0.7 and 1, as seen in
the ﬁgure. However, the error in the Axi-DDM solution only de-
creases with increasing number of DD elements, until the error
due to the DD discretization decreases to the level of accuracy of
the numerical quadrature used to construct the inﬂuence matrix.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have described a displacement discontinuity
method for modeling axisymmetric fractures in a homogeneous
elastic half-space or full space. Formulation of the method is based
on discretizing the hypersingular integral equations, which relatethe displacement jumps and tractions along the crack, by approx-
imating the crack surface into a series of contiguous cone segments
and by assuming a constant radial and axial displacement discon-
tinuity across each element.
We have derived the solutions for the ring dislocation dipoles
by differentiating the ring dislocation solutions recently obtained
by Paynter et al. (2007) and Paynter and Hills (2009). One of the
DD loop solutions (corresponding to a singular radial displacement
discontinuity across a cylindrical surface) differs from published
expressions (Korsunsky, 1995). The validity of this solution was
conﬁrmed by showing that it satisﬁes symmetry relations that
are deduced from application of the reciprocity theorem, and also
by considering the limiting case of a particular nucleus of strain.
We have also shown that the hypersingular and Cauchy-
singular integrals that have to be evaluated over a cone segment
to calculate the element self-effect can in fact be reduced, through
the use of recursive relations for generalized Lipshitz–Hankel inte-
grals, to regular and log-singular integrals that are either computed
using standard numerical quadratures or that are known in closed
form.
All the relevant ring dislocations and displacement discontinu-
ity solutions have been listed in two appendices and also in a
Mathematica notebook, which together with Axi-DDM (the Matlab
implementation of the DDM algorithm) can be downloaded from
the Digital Conservancy, the permanent digital repository of the
University of Minnesota (Gordeliy and Detournay, 2010). The inﬂu-
ence functions tabulated in these documents are hopefully free of
critical typographical errors that have permeated the papers on
axisymmetric dislocation and displacement discontinuity
singularities.
The proposed algorithm has been checked on problems involv-
ing either a spherical cap crack or a cylindrical crack, for which
independent solutions exist. Further comparison between Axi-
DDM, a ﬁnite element program, and a 3D displacement discontinu-
ity program on a series of benchmark examples in fracture
mechanics can be found elsewhere (Gordeliy et al., submitted for
publication). The excellent agreement between the published re-
sults and those computed with Axi-DDM may seem surprising in
view of the simple approximation of the displacement discontinu-
ity ﬁeld along the crack that is used in this algorithm. These results
are consistent, however, with the experience of solving plane strain
or full three-dimensional crack problems with similar algorithms.
Indeed, displacement discontinuity algorithms using constant
strength elements yield good results provided that (i) variation of
the element length along the crack is progressive (here we have ta-
ken constant elements) and that (ii) an ‘‘edge correction’’ is imple-
mented in the tip element (Ryder and Napier, 1985).
Finally we note that the development of this algorithmwas par-
tially motivated by our interest in simulating the propagation of
near-surface hydraulic cracks, which have various applications in
magmatic intrusion, soils remediation, and ore body pre-condi-
tioning, to cite a few. Such simulations require the coupling of
the present algorithm with ﬂuid ﬂow simulation, as recently de-
scribed for the particular case of near-surface planar fractures
(Gordeliy and Detournay, 2011).
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over a cone segment
The integrals to be evaluated for Axi-DDM require integration of
nu(r0)kPm,n,p(q,n) with q, n and r0 ¼ r^ðt0Þ functions of the integra-
tion variable t0 (Eq. (53)) and with the indices taking values u = 0,
1; k = 1, 2; m = 0, 1; n = 0, 1; and p = 1, 2, 3. The singularity occurs
when q = 1 and n = 0 simultaneously. All of the required hypersin-
gular and Cauchy-singular integrals and some of the log-singular
integrals can be reduced to non-singular ones using the following
two recursive relations,Z
Jkm;n;pðt0Þdt0 ¼ ðr0Þ2kJHm;n;p1ðt0Þ þ Gm;pþ2k
Z
Jkm;n;p1ðt0Þdt0 ð65Þ
Z
n Jkm;n;pþ1ðt0Þdt0 ¼ nðr0Þ2kJHm;n;pðt0Þ þ Gm;pþ2k
Z
n Jkm;n;pðt0Þdt0
þ GH
Z
Jkm;n;pðt0Þdt0 ð66Þ
in which the t0-dependent vectors Jkm;n;p and J
H
m;n;p and the h-depen-
dent matrices B, Gm,p and Gw are given by
Jkm;n;pðt0Þ ¼
1
ðr0Þk
Pm1;n;pðq; nÞ
Pm;n;pðq; nÞ
 
ð67Þ
JHm;n;pðt0Þ ¼
1
r0
B
Pm;n;pðq; nÞ
Pm1;n;pðq; nÞ
 
ð68Þ
B ¼ cos h  sin h
sin h cos h
 
ð69Þ
Gm;p ¼ cos h B 0 ðm pþ 1Þðpþm 2Þ 0
 
ð70Þ
GH ¼ sin h B 0 11 0
 
ð71Þ
The vectors Jkm;n;p and n J
k
m;n;pþ1, under the integral sign on the left
hand sides of (65) and (66), are characterized by a singularity of or-
der O((t  t0)p) (see (54) and (55)). On the right hand sides of (65)
and (66), the functions to be integrated are characterized by a sin-
gularity of a reduced order, O((t  t0)(p1)), assuming that the last
term in the right hand side of (66) is reduced to less singular terms
via (65).
Note that the functions Pm,n,p appearing in the integral kernels
in (46) do not depend on the orientation of the cut and thus are
equivalent to the modiﬁed Lipshitz–Hankel integrals Jm;n;p (see Sec-
tion 3.1). After recursive application of the integration formulae
(65) and (66), the resulting expressions involve the functions Pm,n,p
with p < jm  nj, which depend on the cut orientation. In these
cases, the functions Jm;n;p ¼ Pm;n;pðq; n;0Þ are employed in the recur-
sive formulae.Appendix B. Ring dislocations
The dislocation inﬂuence functions are originally derived in
terms of the generalized Lipshitz–Hankel integrals Pm,n,p by Paynter
et al. (2007) and Paynter and Hills (2009), who also provide explicit
expressions for the needed integrals Pm,n,p in terms of complete
elliptic integrals. However, several misprints have been found in
those works. For this reason, the expressions for the displacement
and stress ﬁelds induced by ring dislocations have been compiled
in this Appendix, as well as in a Mathematica notebook (Gordeliy
and Detournay, 2010), which also contains the expressions forthe generalized Lipshitz–Hankel integrals that are required for
evaluating these elastic ﬁelds.
Expressions for the displacement ukoil ðr; z; r0; z0Þ ðukilðr; z; r0; z0ÞÞ
and stress rkoijl ðr; z; r0; z0Þ ðrkijlðr; z; r0; z0ÞÞ in a full space (half-space),
corresponding to a ring dislocation characterized by Burgers vector
bkl , are given below using the notations adopted in Section 3.1.
Commas between the subscripts in most of the expressions Pm,n,p
are omitted, i.e. Pmnp = Pm,n,p. This should not lead to any confusion,
since the involved values of the subscripts vary between 1 and 3.
Commas are only kept in the case when indices in Pm,n,p have neg-
ative values (e.g. in P1,1,1).
Inﬁnite space kernels: displacement
ðjþ 1Þukorz ðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
j 1
2
P110  ðf f0ÞP111; k ¼ r; z
ðjþ 1Þukozz ðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 
jþ 1
2
P100ðaÞ  ðf f0ÞP101; k ¼ r; z
ðjþ 1Þurorr ðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
jþ 1
2
P010
p
2
 	
 ðj 1ÞP1;1;1 p2
 	
 ðf f0ÞðP011  P110Þ
ðjþ 1Þurozrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 
j 1
2
P000 þ P1;0;1 p2
 	
 ðf f0Þ P001  P100 p2
 	 	
ðjþ 1Þuzorr ðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 
jþ 1
2
P210ð0Þ þ ðf f0ÞP211
ðjþ 1Þuzozr ðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
j 1
2
P200ð0Þ þ ðf f0ÞP201ð0Þ
Half-space kernels: displacement
ukil ¼ ukoil þ Dukil
where ukoil are the inﬁnite space kernels, and Du
k
il are additional
terms given below that account for the presence of a free surface.
ðjþ 1ÞDukrz ¼ 
j 1
2
P110  ðf jf0ÞP111 þ 2ff0P112; k ¼ r; z
ðjþ 1ÞDukzz ¼ 
jþ 1
2
P100ðaÞ þ ðfþ jf0ÞP101  2ff0P102; k ¼ r; z
ðjþ 1ÞDurrr ¼
jþ 1
2
P010
p
2
 	
þ ðfþ jf0ÞP011
þ 2ff0P012  ðfðj 2Þ þ jf0ÞP110
 2ff0P111  ðj 1Þ
2
2
P1;1;1
p
2
 	
ðjþ 1ÞDurzr ¼
j 1
2
P000  ðf jf0ÞP001
 2ff0P002 þ ðfðj 2Þ  jf0ÞP100 p2
 	
þ 2ff0P101 þ 1þ 2j j
2
2
P1;0;1
p
2
 	
ðjþ 1ÞDuzrr ¼ 
jþ 1
2
P210ð0Þ  ðfþ jf0ÞP211  2ff0P212
ðjþ 1ÞDuzzr ¼ 
j 1
2
P200ð0Þ þ ðf jf0ÞP201ð0Þ þ 2ff0P202
Inﬁnite space kernels: stresses
4r0
E0
rkorrzðr;z;r0;z0Þ ¼ P101ðf f0ÞP102þ
f f0
q
P111j12q P110; k¼ r;z
4r0
E0
rkozzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P101 þ ðf f0ÞP102; k ¼ r; z
4r0
E0
rkorzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ ðf f0ÞP112; k ¼ r; z
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E0
rrorrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 2P001  ðf f0ÞðP002  P101Þ 
jþ 1
2q
P010
p
2
 	
þ f f
0
q
ðP011  P110Þ  jþ 12 P100
p
2
 	
þ j 1
q
P1;1;1
p
2
 	
4r0
E0
rrozzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
j 3
2
P100
p
2
 	
þ ðf f0ÞðP002  P101Þ
4r0
E0
rrorzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P011 þ
j 1
2
P110 þ ðf f0ÞðP012  P111Þ
4r0
E0
rzorrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 2P201ð0Þ þ ðf f0ÞP202 þ
jþ 1
2q
P210ð0Þ
 f f
0
q
P211
4r0
E0
rzozzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ ðf f0ÞP202
4r0
E0
rzorzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P211  ðf f0ÞP212
Half-space kernels: stresses
rkijl ¼ rkoijl þ Drkijl
where rkoijl are the inﬁnite space kernels, and Drkijl are additional
terms given below that account for the presence of a free surface.
4r0
E0
Drkrrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P101  ðf 3f0ÞP102 þ
f jf0
q
P111 þ j 12q P110
þ 2ff0 P103  1q P112

 
; k ¼ r; z
4r0
E0
Drkzzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P101 þ ðfþ f0ÞP102  2ff0P103; k ¼ r; z
4r0
E0
Drkrzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 2ff0P113  ðf f0ÞP112; k ¼ r; z
4r0
E0
Drrrrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 2P001 þ ðfþ 3f0ÞP002 þ 2ff0ðP003  P102Þ
 jþ 1
2q
P010
p
2
 	
 fþ jf
0
q
P011
 2 ff
0
q
ðP012  P111Þ þ 5 3j2 P100
p
2
 	
þ ðfð2 jÞ  3f0ÞP101  fð2 jÞ  jf
0
q
P110
þ ðj 1Þ
2
2q
P1;1;1
p
2
 	
4r0
E0
Drrzzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ ðf f0ÞP002  2ff0P003 
j 3
2
P100
p
2
 	
 ðfð2 jÞ þ f0ÞP101 þ 2ff0P102
4r0
E0
Drrrzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P011 þ ðfþ f0ÞP012 
j 1
2
P110 þ 2ff0P013
 ðfðj 2Þ þ f0ÞP111  2ff0P112
4r0
E0
Drzrrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 2P201ð0Þ  ðfþ 3f0ÞP202 þ
fþ jf0
q
P211
þ jþ 1
2q
P210ð0Þ  2ff0P203 þ 2ff
0
q
P2124r0
E0
Drzzzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ ðf f0ÞP202 þ 2ff0P203
4r0
E0
Drzrzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P211  ðfþ f0ÞP212  2ff0P213Appendix C. Ring dislocation dipoles
The ring dislocation dipoles are given in this Appendix in terms
of the generalized Lipshitz–Hankel integrals. Explicit expressions
for most of the required generalized Lipshitz–Hankel integrals
Pm,n,p are given by Paynter et al. (2007) and Paynter and Hills
(2009) in terms of complete elliptic integrals. For pP jm  nj, the
generalized Lipshitz–Hankel integrals coincide with the modiﬁed
Lipshitz–Hankel integrals Jm;n;p (Hills et al., 1996; Zhang et al.,
2002). However, the expression for J0;1;1ðq; nÞ, which is involved
in the recursive integration of the singular DD kernels, is not given
in the above cited works and is thus provided below.
J0;1;1ðq; nÞ ¼ 12pq3=2
4qE
k
 ð1 q2ÞkK kn2 1 q
1þ qP
 
 n sgnðnÞ 

0; q < 1
1=2; q ¼ 1
1=q; q > 1
8><
>:
in which E, K and P are the complete elliptic integrals given by
E ¼
Z p=2
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 k2 sin2u
q
du
K ¼
Z p=2
0
duﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 k2 sin2u
q
P ¼
Z p=2
0
du
ð1 h sin2uÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 k2 sin2u
q
where
k ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4q
ðqþ 1Þ2 þ n2
s
; h ¼ 4q
ðqþ 1Þ2
Expressions for the displacement uoiklðr; z; r0; z0Þðuiklðr; z; r0; z0ÞÞ and the
stress roijklðr; z; r0; z0Þðrijklðr; z; r0; z0ÞÞ induced in a full space (half
space) by the ring dislocation dipole Dkl are given below as well
as in a Mathematica notebook (Gordeliy and Detournay, 2010)
available for download.
Inﬁnite space kernels: displacement
r0ðjþ 1Þuorrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ jP110 
jþ 3
2
P011  ðf f0ÞðP111  P012Þ
r0ðjþ 1Þuozrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
j 3
2
P001  ðf f0ÞðP101  P002Þ
r0ðjþ 1Þuorzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
j 1
2
P011  ðf f0ÞP012
r0ðjþ 1Þuozzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 
jþ 1
2
P001  ðf f0ÞP002
r0ðjþ 1Þuorzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 
jþ 1
2
P111 þ ðf f0ÞP112
r0ðjþ 1Þuozzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
j 1
2
P101 þ ðf f0ÞP102
uorrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ uorzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ
uozrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ uozzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ
Half-space kernels: displacement
uikl ¼ uoikl þ Duikl ð72Þ
2628 E. Gordeliy, E. Detournay / International Journal of Solids and Structures 48 (2011) 2614–2629where uoikl are the inﬁnite space displacement inﬂuence functions,
and Duikl are additional terms given below that account for the
presence of a free surface.
r0ðjþ 1ÞDurrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 3jþ 12 P011 þ jf
0ðP111  P012Þ
þ j
2 þ 1
2
P110  3fP012 þ 2f0fðP112  P013Þ
þ jfP111
r0ðjþ 1ÞDuzrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 3j 12 P001 þ jf
0ðP101  P002Þ
þ j
2  1
2
P100ðp=2Þ þ 3fP002
 2f0fðP102  P003Þ  jfP101
r0ðjþ 1ÞDurzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ j 12 P011 þ ðjf
0  fÞP012 þ 2f0fP013
r0ðjþ 1ÞDuzzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ jþ 12 P001 þ ðjf
0 þ fÞP002  2f0fP003
r0ðjþ 1ÞDurzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ jþ 12 P111  ðjf
0 þ fÞP112  2f0fP113
r0ðjþ 1ÞDuzzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ j 12 P101  ðjf
0  fÞP102 þ 2f0fP103
Durrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ Durzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ
Duzrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ Duzzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ
Inﬁnite space kernels: stresses
4r02
E0
rorrrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 3P002 þ ðf f0ÞP003 þ
2P011
q
 ðf f
0ÞP012
q
þ 2P101  ðf f0ÞP102
 ðjþ 1ÞðP110  ðf f
0ÞP111Þ
2q
4r02
E0
rozzrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P002  ðf f0ÞP003 
1
2
ðj 1ÞP101 þ ðf f0ÞP102
4r02
E0
rorzrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 2P012  ðf f0ÞP013 
1
2
ðjþ 1ÞP111 þ ðf f0ÞP112
rorrzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
r0
r
rozzrrðr0; z0; r; zÞ
4r02
E0
rozzzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P002 þ ðf f0ÞP003
4r02
E0
rorzzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ ðf f0ÞP013
rorrrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
r0
r
rorzrrðr0; z0; r; zÞ
rozzrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼
r0
r
rorzzzðr0; z0; r; zÞ
4r02
E0
rorzrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P112  ðf f0ÞP113
roijzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ roijrzðr; z; r0; z0ÞHalf-space kernels: stresses
rijkl ¼ roijkl þ Drijkl ð73Þ
where roijkl are the inﬁnite space kernels, and Drijkl are additional
terms given below that account for the presence of a free surface.
4r02
E0
Drrrrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 5P002 þ ð3jþ 1ÞP0112q þ
1
2
ð3jþ 1ÞP101
 ðj
2 þ 1ÞP110
2q
 3P003ðfþ f0Þ  jP111ðfþ f
0Þ
q
þ P102ð3f0 þ jfÞ þ 2 f
0f
q
ðP013  P112Þ
þ 2f0fðP103  P004Þ þ P012ðjf
0 þ 3fÞ
q
4r02
E0
Drzzrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P002 þ 12 ðj 1ÞP101 þ 2ff
0ðP004  P103Þ
þ P003ð3f f0Þ þ P102ðf0  jfÞ
4r02
E0
Drrzrrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ 2P012 þ 12 ðjþ 1ÞP111 þ 2ff
0ðP113  P014Þ
 P013ð3fþ f0Þ þ P112ðjfþ f0Þ
Drrrzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ r
0
r
Drzzrrðr0; z0; r; zÞ
4r02
E0
Drzzzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P002 þ P003ðfþ f0Þ  2P004ff0
4r02
E0
Drrzzzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ ðf f0ÞP013 þ 2P014ff0
Drrrrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ r
0
r
Drrzrrðr0; z0; r; zÞ
Drzzrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ r
0
r
Drrzzzðr0; z0; r; zÞ
4r02
E0
Drrzrzðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ P112  P113ðfþ f0Þ  2P114ff0
Drijzrðr; z; r0; z0Þ ¼ Drijrzðr; z; r0; z0ÞReferences
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